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myCANAL launches Premium ultra HD content
on Apple devices

The Association of Commercial
Television in Europe (ACT) is a
trade body for the commercial
broadcasting sector in Europe.
Formed in 1989, the ACT has 27
member companies active in 37
European countries, operating
and distributing several
thousand free-to-air and pay-tv
channels and new media
services.

CANAL+ Group announces exclusive content in 4K/Ultra HD on
Apple TV 4K, including: live events such as best Ligue 1
championship game of each week, CANAL+ original creations and a
selection of films, TV shows and documentaries.
Read more

ITV announces new consumer series “How to
spend it well at Christmas”

ITV has announced a new three-part factual consumer series called
“How to spend it well at Christmas”, in which the presenter, Phillip
Schofield, invites celebrity guests, experts and members of the public
to help him test the latest must-have festive gifts.
Read more

RTL Group: It's all in the brand

RTL UFA Lab is launching a new label called “Hooked by UFA” to
handle its content marketing and branded entertainment activities.
UFA's digital studio will use the new label to offer brands and
agencies even more closely targeted expertise in storytelling,
audience growth and content production.
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Read more

Sky launches a dedicated ocean rescue ‘pop
up’ channel

Continuing its support of ocean health, Sky launches a dedicated Sky
Ocean Rescue ‘pop-up’ channel, giving viewers an exclusive
opportunity to watch live events and panels from the EU Our Ocean
Conference in Malta on the 5th and 6th October.
Read more

UPCOMING POLICY EVENTS IN OCTOBER

3-4/10/17 Council IP Working Party on copyright, Brussels
4/10/17 Council Audiovisual Working Party,Brussels
10/10/17 EP JURI Vote on Satcab report (Wölken), Brussels
12/10/17 EP JUIR/IMCO Vote on digital contracts report
(Voss/Gebhardt), Brussels (postponed)
12/10/17 EP LIBE Vote on copyright opinion (Boni), Brussels
(postponed)
16/10/17 Council IP Working Party on enforcement, Brussels
16-19/10/17 MIPCOM, Cannes
17-18/10/17 Council IP Working Party on copyright, Brussels
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